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Abstract. The subject under consideration is the issue of detecting 

agricultural crop diseases. The preliminary data for determining the 

phytosanitary status of cultivated plants are the images of their leaves. To 

tackle this issue, a model of diagnostic algorithms has been proposed, 

which involves creating a set of preferred characteristics and making 

diagnostic decisions based on comparing these features. The process of 

establishing the model of diagnostic algorithms has been outlined. The 

effectiveness of the proposed model has been demonstrated in diagnosing 

wheat diseases based on leaf images. 

A novel technique for detecting plant diseases has been introduced, relying 

on digital RGB photographs of leaves in the visible spectrum. The novelty 

of this method lies in diagnosing visible symptoms of plant leaf diseases 

from photographic images. There is a significant number of plant diseases 

that can reduce productivity, resulting in economic and environmental 

damage. Consequently, the accurate and timely diagnosis of plant diseases 

is paramount. One widely used approach for detecting plant pathologies 

involves using convolutional neural networks to diagnose plant leaf 

diseases from photographic images. 

1 Introduction 

According to UN estimates, agricultural sustainability is a critical issue due to the rapid 

growth of the global population, which is projected to reach 8.5 billion people by 2030. 

With most suitable agricultural land already in use, there is limited potential for expansion 

[1]. Thus, the challenge is to maximize crop yield while preventing the spread of pests and 

diseases [2]. Many plant diseases exhibit visible symptoms in the leaves. In most cases, 

humans make the initial diagnosis visually [1-3]. However, monitoring crops over large 

areas is difficult. To address this issue, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be utilized to 

capture digital photographs for analysis using image processing, pattern recognition, and 

automatic classification techniques, as previously developed. Textural characteristics of 

images are commonly employed in leaf image analysis [4]. This study aimed to develop a 

software and hardware system for detecting and diagnosing eucalyptus leaf diseases from 
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photographic images. Since 2012, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been the top 

performers in the renowned ImageNet image recognition competition. CNNs' success is 

largely attributed to their shared weight concept, allowing for fewer configurable 

parameters than their predecessor, the neocognitron [5,6]. The mosaic convolutional neural 

network partially discards associated weights and employs the same error distribution-

based learning algorithm as neocognitron-like variants of a flat neural network [7-8]. 

The human mind receives vast quantities of data through different images, and recognizing 

individuals by their faces or describing different creatures and events is a simple task for us. 

However, this is a complex task for computers. In recent years, machine learning has 

significantly addressed this challenge [9-10]. Specifically, researchers have discovered that 

a neural model called a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) can achieve reasonable 

results in recognizing and classifying complex visual images [11-12]. 

2 Methods  

The iterative method restores the blurry and noisy image [8].  

Step 1 entails reading the RGB image and selecting a portion of it.  

Step 2 simulates a practical image with motion blur or poor focus and noise. The blur is 

created by convolving the image with a Gaussian filter that is represented by a point spread 

function. Gaussian noise with a variance of V is added to the blurred image to introduce 

noise into the simulated image. The value of the variance V serves as the attenuation 

parameter.  

Step 3 entails restoring the blurry and noisy image using the iterative point spread 

function. The resulting array is in the same format as the original image.  

Step 4 involves the interactive analysis of the restoration process. The image changes 

with each iteration. The function is executed in a step-by-step mode to examine the image 

restoration process, allowing the result to be analyzed at each iteration. The resulting array 

includes four numeric arrays, the first of which represents a blurred image, the second is the 

same image in double format, the third is the outcome of the penultimate operation, and the 

fourth contains processing parameters. Thus, the preliminary results are employed in the 

subsequent iteration.  

Step 5 involves the processing of the noise component. A processing option is 

employed to control the noise component, which is described through processing the noise 

component.  

Step 6 is creating a binary image by modeling a simple image.  

Step 7 entails simulating the blur. The simulation is obtained by applying the Gaussian 

filter and point spread function and convolving them with the original image. To process 

this, the image is created by a weighting function represented by an array and divided into 

parts. The blurred image is positioned in the central part, whereas undistorted pixels are 

situated at the edges of the image behind the dotted line [9-10]. 

Step 8. Generating a weighted array. A method for assigning a specific weight to each 

pixel is employed to restore the image. It should be noted that the precision of the point 

placement is crucial when executing this technique. 

Step 9. Generating the point extent function. The reconstructed image is produced using 

the modeled point extent function. 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are an advanced model architecture utilized for 

image classification problems. To extract and learn higher-level features, CNNs employ a 

series of filters that are applied to the raw pixel data of an image, and the resulting model 

can be used for classification. CNN comprises three primary components [21-22]: 

In general, a CNN comprises a series of convolutional modules responsible for 

extracting features. Each module includes a convolutional layer followed by a pooling 
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layer. The final convolutional module is succeeded by one or more dense layers that carry 

out the classification process (refer to Figure 1). In the last dense layer of the CNN, there is 

a single node dedicated to each target class in the model, and an activation function is used 

to generate a value ranging between 0 and 1 for each node. These activation function values 

for a given image can be interpreted as relative indications of the likelihood of the image 

belonging to each target class [23]. 

To expedite the training process of CNNs, the sequential machine can be run at a higher 

speed, and the cortical process can be parallelized across each map, along with the reverse 

cortex of error distribution throughout the network. This parallelization leads to faster CNN 

training times [3-5]. 
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here iw  is i-weight of neuron; 

ix is neuron output; 

0w is auxiliary parameter, offset; 

n  is number of synaptic connections included in the neuron. 

Determining the network topology is a task that should be accomplished based on 

research data and personal expertise [6]. Several steps influence the selection of the 

topology, such as defining the problem to be solved by the neural network (classification, 

forecasting, modification), identifying constraints on the problem (response speed, accuracy 

of the answer), and identifying incoming (e.g., image type, sound, size: 100x100, 30x30, 

format: RGB, grayscale) and outgoing (number of classes) data. 

The task to be addressed using a neural network is classifying fundus images. The 

network's constraints are response speed (maximum of 1 second) and recognition accuracy 

(minimum of 70%). Input data consists of color JPEG images.  
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here f is normalization function; 

p is value of the transparent color of the pixel from 0 to 255; 

min is minimal value of the pixel – 0; 

max is maximal value of the pixel – 255. 

A layer of maps is comprised of a collection of character maps, which are essentially 

basic matrices. Each map is equipped with a synaptic core, which is also referred to as a 

scan kernel or filter, depending on the source [8]. The dimensions of all maps in the 

convolutional layer are uniform and determined using the formula [7]: 

 
( , ) ( 1, 1)w h mW kW mH kH    

 (3) 

here(w, h) is calculated size of the convolutional map; 

mW is weight of the previous map; 

mH is height of the previous map; 

kW is weight of the core; 

kH is height of the core. 

Performs a scrolling operation according to the following formula used in image 

processing [24-25]: 
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here 

f is specified image matrix; 

g is convolution kernel. 

During the scanning process of the previous layer's map with the sublayer's core (filter), 

there is no intersection between the scanned core and the layer's map. Usually, each map 

consists of a 2x2 core, which reduces the previous layer's maps by 2x. All the character 

maps are divided into cells of 2x2 elements, from which the maximum value is selected 

[26-27]. The activation function commonly used at the sub-selection level is the Rectified 

Linear Unit (ReLU). Additionally, the maximum value is selected using an operation 

known as Max Pooling. The layer can be mathematically expressed by using the following 

formula [7]: 

 1( ( ) )l l l lx f a subsample x b   ,  (5) 

here lx is layer output; 

()f  is activation function; 

,l la b are layer displacement coefficients; 

Subsample ()–operation of selecting the local maximum value.  

Fully glued layer 

The final layer in the CNN architecture is a fully connected layer, also known as a 

multi-layer perceptron layer. This layer aims to classify a complex nonlinear function and 

improve recognition quality by optimizing it. 

The training process involves selecting weights that minimize the difference between 

the predicted output and the object's actual properties. This is achieved by performing 

neuro-approximations and minimizing the difference between the predicted and actual 

outputs using various optimization techniques [27]. 

 1 2( , ,..., )j ny f x x x . (6) 

The recurrent relations system used to minimize the criterion is commonly used in 

neural network theory for training. 
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here: 
^

jy and jy are theoretical and empirical representations of the object (6) at the j-th stage 

of training; 
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; ,p jp jp

j i iw c b  are weights of the rules (w) and parameters of the corresponding functions 

at the t-step of training (b, c); 

 is training parameter that can be selected according to the recommendations; 

jd - ,jd y y 
  is center of the class. 

Trained rule weights: 
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Similar to the rule-based system, the training process for a fuzzy neural network also 

involves two steps. The first step involves computing the object's output as a model value 

corresponding to the given network architecture. 

3 Results and Discussion 

The dataset underwent offline augmentation to recreate it from the original dataset. It 

comprises around 87,000 RGB images of diseased and healthy crop leaves categorized into 

38 distinct classes. The dataset is segregated into training and validation sets at an 80/20 

ratio while keeping the directory structure unchanged. A new directory consisting of 33 test 

images is created later for prediction purposes. 

Classes: 

1. Apple, Apple scab  

2. Apple, Cedar apple rust  

3. Apple healthy  

4. Blueberry healthy  

5. Cherry (including sour), Powdery mildew  

6. Cherry (including sour), healthy  

7. Corn (maize), Cercospora leaf spot Gray leaf spot Corn (maize), Common rust  

8. Corn (maize), Northern Leaf Blight  

9. Corn (maize) healthy  

10. Grape, Blackrot 

11. Grape, Esca (Black Measles)) 

12. Grape, Leaf blight (Isariopsis Leaf Spot)  

13. Grape healthy  

14. Orange, Haunglongbing (Citrus greening)  

15. Peach, Bacterialspot 

16. Peachhealthy 

17. Pepper, bellBacterialspot 

18. Pepper, bellhealthy 

19. Potato, Early blight  

20. Potato, Late blight  

21. Potato healthy  

22. Raspberry healthy  

23. Soybean healthy  

24. Squash, Powdery mildew  

25. Strawberry, Leaf scorch  
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26. Strawberry healthy  

27. Tomato, Bacterialspot 

28. Tomato, Early blight  

29. Tomato, Late blight  

30. Tomato, LeafMold 

31. Tomato, Septoria leaf spot  

32. Tomato, Spider mites Two-spotted spider mite,  

33. Tomato, Target Spot  

34. Tomato, Tomato Yellow Leaf Curl Virus  

35. Tomato, Tomato mosaic virus  

36. Tomato, healthy  

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples from dataset. 
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Fig. 2. Examples of results obtained. 

   

   

   

   

Fig. 3. Examples from dataset. 
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4 Conclusion 

Timely identification of problems in a field is crucial to avoid wasting time and resources. 

Visual inspection of plants is a crucial aspect of plant health management, and growers rely 

on symptoms to make decisions about their crops. However, this process is time-consuming 

and often leaves growers uncertain. Laboratory tests are impractical for daily diagnosis due 

to their high costs and turnaround times. Crop consultants can assist growers in decision-

making and ensure minimal errors, but not all growers can access such assistance. In such 

cases, AI-based plant disease detection applications can be helpful tool. With the 

advancements in AI research, these tools can quickly identify problems and provide 

growers with instant diagnoses. The recorded images can also be used as a reference in the 

future, making the tool a useful guide for growers who find it difficult to make accurate 

diagnoses. This technology is particularly important in countries where the ratio of 

producers to agronomists is high, and other sources of advice are limited. 
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